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Traditional experiments on present day devices face the difficulty that the redistribution of energetic par-
ticles (EPs) due to instabilities in the low-toroidal-mode number regime lead either to substantial losses
or to a re-deposition of EPs close to the plasma edge where the slowing down times decrease consider-
ably, and other transport effects such as 3D perturbations are present.This means that the influence of the
redistributed particles on the background plasma is usually negligible and not measurable. This will be
different in burning plasma experiments at ITER, where redistributed EPs by core-localised instabilities
are expected (and required) to be well-confined, broadening the alpha-particle heating profile. Depend-
ing on the intermittency of the core-transport mechanisms, interesting multi-time-scale self-organisation
processes may be expected.
This paper reports experiments on ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) trying to mimic part of the physics described
above. In order to avoid the complications due to edge losses, an off-axis-peaked EP distribution is gen-
erated by 2.5-5MW NB-heating, leading to inwards-directed EP transport. Modes with positive mode
numbers in fig. 1 are driven by the positive radial EP gradient, propagating in the electron diamagnetic
direction with an n = 2 TAE (yellow color) as the most unstable mode observed. Discharge #39681 was
designed to have stable L-mode (before 3.0s) and H-mode (after 3.7s) phases, and most interestingly a
slow L-H transition at constant heating power. This phase is modelled with the recently developed Ener-
getic Particle Stability Workflow (EP-WF) [V.A. Popa, 4th IAEA TCM on Fusion Data Processing, (2021)], based on IDA
data [R. Fischer et al, Fusion Sci. Technol. 76, (2020) ] and the AUG-IMAS interface TRVIEW [G. Tardini, (2022)]. High-
resolution equilibrium reconstruction, local and global linear gyro-kinetic LIGKA runs are automatically
performed for 160 time slices during the transition. The results (fig. 1, right) do not only explain many
details of the underlying EP physics, but they open the possibility for the application of various EP trans-
port models and rigorous uncertainty quantification, as pursued in the EUROfusion enabling research
project ATEP and TSVV#10.

Figure 1: Left: toroidal mode number spectrum as measured by the magnetic pick-up coils during a slow L-H
transition (∼3.0-3.8s) for AUG discharge #39681. Right: the results of the automated EP-stability workflow for
the toroidal mode number n = 2, summarising local and global mode frequency (top left), damping rate (top right)
as a function of time, MHD and kinetic continuous spectra (bottom left, with TAE gap marked in light blue) and
global mode structures of electrostatic potential (two main pol. harmonics) and parallel electric field for the last
time point of this series of linear runs.


